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Do you have a number of magazines with dozens of racks, thousands of
items and various warehouse staff? Do you find you lose track of it all?
If so, you can rely on the Warehouse Locations module.
BUSINESS

FOR WHOM?

For everyone who wants
to know exactly where
stocks are located.

With the Warehouse Locations module, you not only see how much stock you have when
entering sales orders, but also the exact location in your warehouse where the stock is
kept. This gives you all the information you need, all at one go, to quickly and efficiently
process your sales orders.
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Stock Control module.

NO MORE SEARCHING IN VAIN

Save yourself a lot of fruitless searching.
Record warehouse bin numbers immediately when entering your purchase and
sales orders, and even when retrieving
products from backorder or entering
receipts. Then you know exactly where
to find things.

EXTENSIVE REPORTS AND
SEARCH WINDOWS

Take advantage of the extensive reporting
facilities and search windows. For example,
when working in the Products window
you can quickly find out in which warehouses and bins a certain product is
stored. When working in the Warehouse
Locations window, you can view the
product transactions for a specific bin
number. What is more, you can print
an inventory report with a single action
when working in the Warehouse
Locations window.
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ADVANTAGES

Professional control of
your warehouse locations –
the module supports over
60 million warehouses, each
with over 60 million possible
warehouse bin numbers.
Convenient functionality,
such as copying warehouse
bin numbers and coding of
warehouses and warehouse
bins at five levels.

Do you want to compare the stock in the warehouse with your company data?
The Warehouse Locations module offers you inventory lists per warehouse bin to
enable you to form an inventory of your stock What is more, it is really easy to
check your stocks as AccountView has a separate column reserved for this purpose.

LIGHTING FAST INPUT

COMPLETE INSIGHT

Speed up your data input. You can rely
on AccountView to automatically allocate
warehouse locations, based on settings,
setup data, priorities and stock quantities.
It is just as easy to make changes.

Drill down to get a complete overview of
your stocks in the various warehouses.
For example, you can view the free stock
per warehouse bin per product, stock
quantities per warehouse bin per
product, product transactions per
warehouse bin, product line data per
product transaction per warehouse
bin and inter-warehouse transfers
per product.
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Complete insight into
your stocks in your various
warehouses, because you
can drill down to those
without restriction.
Seamless integration of
input of warehouse locations
in all product entry windows,
including Sales Order,
Purchase Order, Stock Page,
Products in Backorder,
Receipts and Production
Order.

